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Disclaimer: 

The information provided on this presentation is general in nature and 
does not constitute personal financial advice. The information has been 
prepared without taking into account your personal objectives, financial 
situation or needs. Because of this, you should consider the 
appropriateness of the information for your own objectives, financial 
situation and needs before acting on it. Also, before you decide to 
invest in a financial product arranged by a representative of Nucleus 
Wealth Management Pty Ltd, ABN 54 614 386 266, corporate authorised 
representative of Nucleus Advice Pty Ltd AFSL 515796 (Nucleus Wealth 
or we or us), it is important that you read and consider the Product 
Disclosure Statement relating to the product before making any 
decision about whether to invest in it. Your Nucleus Wealth adviser can 
help you with this decision if you would like them to do so.



Agenda: Sell Australia, buy the world 

● Macro reasons to sell Australia

○ Growth

○ Risk

○ Currency

● Macro reasons to by the world

○ Obesity/Life Expectancy 

○ Cloud/AI

○ Robotics / Electrification

○ Quality stocks



Macro reasons to sell Australia

Australia is entering another lost decade of profitless growth.

○ China stalled. Terms of trade crash has begun.

○ Nominal growth collapse to follow, sucking down wages.

○ Taxes rise as the budget is smashed.

○ Tariff risk as depression economics advance in China.

○ Labour-led growth model smashes into AI job losses.

○ Interest rates fall much further than elsewhere.

○ Australian dollar crash into the 40s in 1990s rerun.

○ Non-mining external sector the only winner but no tech of 
consequence and no supply chain reshoring. 



International Themes:   Obesity



International Themes:   Post COVID normalcy





International Themes:   Onshoring/Robotics



International Themes:   Electrification



International Themes:   Cloud/AI



International Themes:   Quality







Themes to Avoid:  

● China in terminal decline

● Driverless cars / Electric Vehicles

● Stocks that have to give back margin gains in a recession

● Stocks that suffer from continued office bust

● Stocks on the other side of the obesity trade









What are the reasons have we missed?



More from Nucleus Wealth:

Content: Nucleuswealth.com/content

Find us on all major (and minor) podcast platforms:

Have a guest or topic suggestion for the 
show? 

Leave a comment on YouTube

Facebook.com/nucleuswealth

Linkedin.com/company/nucleuswealth

Instagram.com/nucleus_wealth

Twitter.com/nucleuswealth

Social media:
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